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ment and Sir Maurice Hankey would, to say the least,
rapidly become strained if he were, at one and the same
time, the Secretary to the Cabinet and a Conservative
candidate for the House of Commons. No public could
be induced to believe in the lona fides of any service
whose leading officials were engaged in the promotion
for themselves of a political career.
It is, therefore, clear that down to some point in the
hierarchy of the service, there must be prohibition. How
far should that extend? The Treasury itself agrees that
it does not extend to industrial workers in, for example,
one of the dockyards or in Woolwich Arsenal; though
postmen, whose work is more or less comparable in
character, are excluded from the non-prohibited area.
I do not myself believe that the presence among the
fifteen or sixteen hundred candidates at a general election
of a score or so of civil servants would jeopardize public
confidence in its general neutrality, so long as they were
not members of the higher classes of the service. But I
think the situation would become very different if the
great bulk of the great army of officials were allowed,
without actually becoming candidates themselves, to par-
ticipate in the general activities of party warfare. Even
a clerical officer in the Unemployment Assistance Board
would become a centre of wholly undesirable discussion
if, on a Labour platform, he were to denounce the regu-
lations of the Board; and the Labour Party would, I am
confident, rapidly begin to ask angry questions if, at the
Annual Conference of the Conservative Party, an official
of the Mines Department were to denounce with bell,
book, and candle the policy of nationalizing the mines.
I see no way in which, in the field of party politics,
it is possible to draw lines between one grade and another
in any logical way* That impossibility seems to me to
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